Summer with Philosophy

Need to fulfill some Gen Ed requirements?  
Want to focus on just a small number of courses at one time?  
Need to make room in the fall & spring for more courses?  
Or want to lighten your course load during the year?  
**Summer courses are here to help!**

**Summer Session 1 (May 22 - June 29)**  
80-100: Introduction to Philosophy *(Reflecting)*  
80-110: Nature of Mathematical Reasoning *(Modeling: Mathematics)*  
80-135: Introduction to Political Philosophy *(Reflecting)*  
80-212: Arguments and Logical Analysis *(Modeling: Mathematics)*  
80-213: Philosophy and Mathematics  
80-214: Computing, AI, and Philosophy

**Summer Session 2 (July 3 - August 10)**  
80-100: Introduction to Philosophy *(Reflecting)*  
80-130: Introduction to Ethics *(Deciding)*  
80-210: Logic and Proofs *(Modeling: Mathematics)*  
80-276: Philosophy of Religion *(Reflecting)*

*Blue denotes Dietrich General Education category.*

**Think Summer. Think Philosophy.**  
**Summer Registration begins March 22.**